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About This Game

Fight for your life in Call of Tomsk-7, a simple side-scrolling shooter. Horrifying monsters are pouring out of the forgotten and
abandoned Soviet-era Tomsk-7 biological weapons facility. You must fight the creatures in a seemingly endless battle of

attrition. Improve your score to unlock new weapons and perks in the form of hats that give you special upgrades and attributes
to help survive the onslaught. You must strategically call in air drops of secondary weapons consisting of Molotov cocktails, land

mines, Tomahawks, and anti-bug smoke bombs in order to ensure your long term survival.
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Short platforming game with a nice soundtrack and clean pixel art. Wish it was longer and had more story to it, a prequel\/sequel
would be neat!. What can I say - it's Tetris with Lasers :)
If you remember back with a whistful smile to the time you plaed Tetris on your computer. then your first sight of this game
should bring all those fond memories flooding back. This game is ideal if you have 10 to 15 minutes to kill and you just wnat to
chill out for a bit. With various games modes like "Endless", "Race", "Mission" and Time Trial", Anode will be sure to keep you
entertained.

So go on, grab it now ... you won't regret it :)

(I Came, I Saw, I Conquered). I played it for about 40 minutes so far and it's actually fairly fun, for what it is.

You go from screen-to-screen, spam clicking monsters to get xp. There is a lot of loot; I ended up leaving a lot of it lying around
because the inventory is a bit small and I keep getting loot that is above my level. Most of my inventory is filled with things I
can't use yet.

There are a few minor issues here and there that need fixed, but nothing that prevented me from progressing. I found a staff and
a bow I couldn't equip even though I met the requirements. It seems to miss mouse clicks every now and then too, mostly on
treasure chests and exits. It isn't a big deal because you can just click it again, but it's noticable.. if you like giving people stacks
of DOT bleeding, get her. I can promise you she's kinda terrible at dealing instant damage though, but who cares when she's
THIS cheap. This game is good but, some parts of it seem impossible. So.... anyway thanks and please try to fix some glitch
spots.
. For me it's too hard, almost unplayable. And there are some glitches - your robot may stuck in certain places without dying and
opportunuty to get out by itself. Good and fancy picture, but trees and other jungle plants cyclically change their sizes, and the
effect is like you are in the begining of some serious hallucinations. :)
\u0414\u043b\u044f \u043c\u0435\u043d\u044f \u0441\u043b\u0438\u0448\u043a\u043e\u043c
\u0441\u043b\u043e\u0436\u043d\u043e, \u043f\u043e\u0447\u0442\u0438
\u043d\u0435\u0432\u043e\u0437\u043c\u043e\u0436\u043d\u043e \u0438\u0433\u0440\u0430\u0442\u044c.
\u0415\u0441\u0442\u044c \u0433\u043b\u044e\u043a\u0438 \u2013 \u0440\u043e\u0431\u043e\u0442
\u043c\u043e\u0436\u0435\u0442 \u0437\u0430\u0441\u0442\u0440\u044f\u0442\u044c \u0432
\u043d\u0435\u043a\u043e\u0442\u043e\u0440\u044b\u0445 \u043c\u0435\u0441\u0442\u0430\u0445, \u043f\u0440\u0438
\u044d\u0442\u043e\u043c \u043d\u0435 \u0443\u043c\u0438\u0440\u0430\u0435\u0442 \u0438 \u043d\u0435
\u043c\u043e\u0436\u0435\u0442 \u0432\u044b\u0431\u0440\u0430\u0442\u044c\u0441\u044f.
\u042f\u0440\u043a\u0430\u044f \u0438 \u0441\u043e\u0447\u043d\u0430\u044f
\u043a\u0430\u0440\u0442\u0438\u043d\u043a\u0430, \u043d\u043e \u0432\u043e\u0442
\u0434\u0435\u0440\u0435\u0432\u044c\u044f \u0438 \u043f\u0440\u043e\u0447\u0438\u0435
\u0440\u0430\u0441\u0442\u0435\u043d\u0438\u044f \u043c\u0435\u043d\u044f\u044e\u0442 \u0441\u0432\u043e\u0438
\u0440\u0430\u0437\u043c\u0435\u0440\u044b - \u0442\u043e
\u0432\u044b\u0440\u0430\u0441\u0442\u0430\u044e\u0442, \u0442\u043e
\u0441\u0436\u0438\u043c\u0430\u044e\u0442\u0441\u044f \u2013 \u0438 \u0442\u0430\u043a\u043e\u0435
\u043e\u0449\u0443\u0449\u0435\u043d\u0438\u0435, \u0447\u0442\u043e \u044d\u0442\u043e \u0443
\u0442\u0435\u0431\u044f \u043d\u0430\u0447\u0438\u043d\u0430\u044e\u0442\u0441\u044f
\u0441\u0435\u0440\u044c\u0435\u0437\u043d\u044b\u0435
\u0433\u0430\u043b\u043b\u044e\u0446\u0438\u043d\u0430\u0446\u0438\u0438. :). Not a bad DLC, get a nice new faction
based on stealth and new options to pillage and spy on other empires.
BUT it feels not alot of content for \u00a310 tbh, feels more like a \u00a34.99 or so DLC for what you get with it.

Buy it when its on sale, I dont recommend its full price like I paid.. For the DLC, u have to restart the game and then use it!
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Picked this game up yesterday and its been all I can think about since... Minimalistic feel and price. Would love to see more
variety of characters, eniemes, & weapons in time but for now I'm still lovin the game. My only complaint is that the graphics
make me a little dizzy if I go too fast lol. Maybe have more screen size options something in-between fullscreen and little tiny
windowed box. Other than that solid rouge-like that doesn't feel like any other game I've played :)

. Left handed-only game, abandoned by the developers.

This game has so much potential, but unfortunately the developers have abandoned completely. The game looks like an Early
access game that was just not finished: no options, no saving progression, and relevantly: you can only play with your left hand,
despite the deceiving publicity of the promotion video, where the guy plays with his right hand: that\u00b4s just a lie.
So if you are left handed, by all means, buy this game for 5 dollars. If you are right handed, as most humanity is, just skip it..
Surprisingly a good game. Challenging. I only have an hour in as of writing this review but i barely made it like 11 levels in. It's
super hard and makes you want to use the bathroom even longer than you anticipated because "I NEED MUH WINS"

5\/7 would recommend

but i also don't recommend because i only have 11 levels in after an hour.. Overpowered DLC character that is too cool,
although Sayuri's Ultimate Ninja Arts beat her in term of high damage. But her music, style, personality and game play is the
reason I bought her DLC rather than Ayame, Ayane or Naraku......
Maybe Naraku will, but later. A bit tough to learn but thats like most fighters. Funny game though heres a gameplay video on
my channel come check out :D https:\/\/youtu.be\/3o9RMLpIVXQ
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